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Abstract: Coarse Grain Spectral Analysis (CGSA) can explain the possible multiscaling nature of the
thousands of low-amplitude peaks observed in the power spectra of some pulsating stars. Space-
based observations allowed for the scientific community to find this kind of structure thanks to their
long-duration, high-photometric precision and duty cycle compared to observations from the ground.
Although these time series are far from perfect (outliers, trends, gaps, etc.), we used our own data
preprocessing method, known as the 2K+1 stage interpolation method, to improve the background
noise up to a factor 14, avoiding spurious effects. We applied both techniques, the 2K+1 stage method
and the CGSA analysis, to shed some light on a real problem regarding stellar seismology: finding
the physical nature of the low-amplitude signature for multiperiodic stellar pulsators.

Keywords: time series analysis; data preprocessing methods; spectrum analysis; multiscaling;
applications in real problem (stellar seismology)

1. Introduction: Harmonic or Fractal Time Series?

The observed flux in a classical multiperiodic pulsating star time series can be consid-
ered as the contribution of several harmonic terms i,

F ≈ ∑
i

Ai sin (2πνit + φi) + N (1)

characterized by their frequency νi, amplitude Ai, and phase φi; and noise (N). Once space-
based telescopes allowed for long-duration, high-precision and duty-cycle time series to be
obtained, the number of detected low-amplitude harmonics explosively increased [1]. The
debate of their nature not only includes a physical origin but also a cascade error due to a
flawed analysis [2]. One of these cases may be the presence of a self-affine signal, y(t),

F ≈ ∑
i

Ai sin (2πνit + φi) + λHy(λt) (2)

where λ is the scale factor, and H is the so-called Hausdorff exponent, characterizing
long-term correlations and the type of self-affinity in a time series. This term has to be
taken as a statistical meaning, so that the scaling relationship holds when one performs
appropriate measures on mean values over pairs of points at the same distance or over
equal-length subseries or windows. It also includes white noise.

Using the Coarse Grain Spectral Analysis (CGSA), we can separate the harmonic
from the fractal contribution and calculate their percentage on the time series [3]. Never-
theless, a constant cadence is required, without gaps, which cannot be achieved in real,
raw observations.
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2. Methodology: Fractal Analysis of a Gaped Time Series

To study their power spectra, we subtracted the pulsations with an improved method
based on iterative sine wave fitting [4] called the 2K+1 stage method [5,6]. We used the
subtracted signal,

Si ≡
rmsi − rmsi+1

rms0
, (3)

where rmsi+1 is the root mean square of the residuals to stop the iterative process and finish
each stage [5]. This alarm avoids a cascade error since its value should always be positive.
The first 2K interpolation stages filled the gaps with the information subtracted for the
previous stage, but started the frequency analysis from the beginning, avoiding spurious
peaks due to minimum differences (see Figure 1). The last stage considers all datapoints
for the frequency analysis. Three stages allow an improvement up to a factor 14 of the
background noise for real, high-duty-cycle light curves (≈0.9) [7]. More stages are needed
for lower cases. Figure 1 shows the improvement in the detection of simulated time series
with ≈1400 typical oscillations with different expected duty cycles.

Figure 1. Number of detected peaks at each stage for our interpolation method. Each line is a
simulated time series with ≈1400 typical oscillations from high (0.95, red) to low (0.68, purple) duty
cycles. From [6].

At the final stage, we were able to properly study a higher number of lower-amplitude
harmonics with lower Si. The CGSA should increase if we subtracted a legitimate har-
monic [8]. However, this should decrease if we found a fractal contribution, since a new
sinusoid would be added instead of subtracted.

We calculated the CGSA after the subtraction of all peaks with consecutive lower Si
level to observe if the contribution of the remaining is harmonic, especially for the lowest
(logSi ≤ −2), which corresponds to the low-amplitude signature for this kind of pulsating
star [9].

3. Results: Applying the Method to a Real Pulsating Star

We analysed a real star observed with the TESS space telescope for approximately
one year (see Figure 2). Around 65% of the remaining signal becomes fractal before low-
amplitude peaks are subtracted. Nevertheless, the CGSA does not decrease for those
low-amplitude subtracted signal. Therefore, no fractal signature is detected down to noise.
Repeating this analysis for more multiperiodic stars observed by TESS will allow for us to
characterize these variations and ascertain their nature [6].
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Figure 2. CGSA for the remaining signature after subtracting all peaks with signals higher than logSi

(black). The red dashed–dotted line points to the remaining signature of low-amplitude peaks and
noise after removing intermediate-amplitude variations.
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